Equines as Tools Vs Partners: A Critical Look at the Uses and Beliefs Surrounding Horses in Equine Therapies and Argument for Mechanical Horses
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Abstract

Horses have their own unique status as therapy animals due to their function in both physical and psychotherapies. Current models of Equine Assisted Activities and Therapies (EAAT) utilize horses for a range of physical, psychological and learning therapies to benefit humans, often referring to horses as therapeutic “partners”. To fulfill certification requirements for existing models of EAAT, practitioners are required to study equine behavior through the belief systems currently modeled in the natural horsemanship community. Despite requiring knowledge in horse behavior, studies and anecdotal evidence suggests that horses used in EAAT commonly display confusion or escape behaviors, “burn out” and/or display signs of depression. These behaviors could be a result of contradictions in the interpretation of equine behavior within the natural horsemanship practices or a lack of understanding and utilization of equine learning theory within the context of EAAT. This study looked at the use of horses for physical and psychotherapy in four leading models of EAAT: the Professional Association of Therapeutic Horsemanship (PATH), Equine Assisted Growth and Learning Association (EAGALA), Natural Lifemanship (NL) and Eponaquest. The study found that, although interpretation of horse behavior is considered critical in each model, there are no standards for understanding equine behavioral psychology within or between the models. Furthermore, the use of horses in physical therapy or as a rhythmic tool for psychotherapy suggests that there may be cause to develop mechanical horses that can produce the same physical benefits as horseback riding.
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Introduction

Horses are unique in their role as therapy animals due to their function in both physical and psychotherapies. As versatile therapy animals, horses are used for riding, interactive ground work, grooming and touch therapy, as well as being used as observational tools for trauma patients. Over the course of the last few decades, organizations and groups have developed standardized systems, known as models, for using horses in their programs. Table 1 provides examples of how these models are designed to provide physical, intellectual, educational, emotional, and psychological benefits to people and Table 1A clarifies the terminology used in the industry with regards to the uses of equines in different therapeutic techniques. As physical therapy animals, they provide benefits known as hippotherapy which provides bilateral rhythmic stimulation to the rider and helps simulate the same motion in the pelvis as walking [1] and has shown to improve strength and mobility in the elderly [2,3] and improved physical health in individuals with autism [4], intellectual disabilities [5], neuromuscular disorders [6], and children with cerebral palsy [7-9]. Therapeutic riding, where an individual finds physical, emotional, or psychotherapy through equitation has been shown to improve self-regulation in individuals with autism spectrum disorder [10]. It is unclear, however, if the self-regulation is a result of physical motion or interaction with the horse.

Recent research in Equine Assisted Therapies (EAT), including Equine Assisted Psychotherapy (EAP), shows that it improves trust and secure attachments in traumatized youth [11], boosts cognitive and relationship skills in children with autism [12], improves psychiatric treatment in trauma patients [13], and increases in mental wellbeing of individuals with other psychological or neurological disorders [13,14]. In psychotherapy models, horses interact with humans on the ground and there are often no
Horses used in Equine Facilitated Learning (EFL) are handled much in the same way as they are in EAT, but with the focus on improving learning or social functions using horses and horsemanship. Most of the available research in this category focuses primarily on the client/human component and the benefits to humans with little research looking at equine behavior in the therapeutic context. Since there is no current standardized system of evaluating horse behavior in this environment, therapists and equine specialists working in EAT use subjective interpretation when observing equine behavior. This may contribute to difficulties in researching horse behavior in the therapeutic environment [15,16].

To identify possible problems associated with studying equine behavior in therapy, this study looked at four different EAAT models, Professional Association of Therapeutic Horsemanship (PATH), Equine Assisted Growth and Learning Association (EAGALA), Natural Lifemanship (NL) and Eponaquest and how each described horses in their literature and how each used the horses in practice. The rationale behind the selection of these four models was based on the size of the organization and the number of states or countries in which the model is used. These four were selected due to their wide use internationally and nationally within the United States.

### Materials and Methods

Models and Methods for EAAT in PATH, EAGALA, and NL were evaluated based on training manuals and training workshops sponsored by the programs. The model and methods for Eponaquest were collected via publicly available information. All the models were first assessed and broken down into their use of horses, basic principles and view of horses, and requirements for professional interactions for the model (Table 1 and 2). Physical use of horses in the model indicates how the horse is physically handled during each session which incorporates any use of positive or negative reinforcement or punishment, making it a good indicator of how learning theory is applied within the model. The overall principles and view of horses looks at how the organization or model perceives horses within this context and whether they describe horses as partners in the therapeutic process or if they are objects. With regards to professional requirements, the study considered the background of equine professionals and therapists and their knowledge about equine behavior as well as their ability to accurately interpret horse behavior during interaction with clients.

Three of the four evaluations were done using the training manuals in addition to publicly available information. The training manuals used for this study were acquired during training sessions specific to the models (PATH, EAGALA, and NL) and are not publicly available although overviews of models are available through each organization’s website. Theories and practices of models were assessed for using horses as partners or tools based on criteria derived from research in equine learning theory, horse

---

### Definition

**Hippotherapy**
Physical, occupational or speech therapy treatment strategy that utilizes equine movement.

**Therapeutic Horsemanship**
Equine activities organized and taught by knowledgeable and skilled instructors to people with disabilities or diverse needs. Equestrian skills are part of this program.

**Therapeutic Riding**
Mounted activities including traditional riding disciplines or adapted riding activities.

**Equine Assisted Therapy (EAT)**
Treatment that incorporates equine activities and/or the equine environment.

**Equine Assisted Psychotherapy (EAP)**
Experiential psychotherapy that includes equines and may include a range of equine activities including riding, driving, grooming, or ground work. EFP is facilitated by a mental health professional.

**Equine Facilitated Learning (EFL)**
Education that incorporates the human-equine interaction and the goals may be self-improvement, social, or educational.
behavior, and equine ethology. These criteria were broken down into categories based on this research and are listed in Table 3. For methods to fit criteria for “Equines as Partners”, the design of activities and perception of equine behavior aligned with current research in equine behavioral psychology within the context of human interaction. Methods used in models that did not align with current research in equine behavioral psychology or contradicted current literature, were evaluated based on the criteria listed in “Equines as Tools”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>PATH</th>
<th>EAGALA</th>
<th>NL</th>
<th>Eponaquest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concept</td>
<td>&quot;Providing a culture of safety, understanding, and ethical treatment of humans and horses engaged in equine-assisted activities and therapies&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Respect and Honor the value, dignity, safety, welfare and best interests of the clients and horses&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Building a functional relationship with the horse and transferring those skills to people&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Horses are soulful animals with whom we connect and build relationships&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horse Interaction</td>
<td>Mostly Ground Work Riding is limited and highly regulated</td>
<td>Ground work Only No Riding</td>
<td>Ground Work Riding (rider is given no instructions)</td>
<td>Mostly Ground Work Limited Riding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professionals Involved</td>
<td>2 – Therapist and Equine Specialist</td>
<td>2 – Therapist and Equine Specialist</td>
<td>1 – Therapist (although an Equine Specialist is recommended)</td>
<td>1 – Therapist (although an Equine Specialist is recommended)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Model Concepts, Use of Horses, and Professional Requirements [30-33]

Table 3: List of Criteria for Categorization of Methods within Each Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria for “Equine as Partner”</th>
<th>Criteria for “Equine as Tool”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Equine behavior observed and evaluated in the context of horse behavior with human</td>
<td>- Equine behavior evaluated in the context of human behavior (anthropomorphism)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Equine welfare prioritized with human welfare</td>
<td>- Human welfare prioritized at expense of horse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Client willingness to participate</td>
<td>- Client not willing to participate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Session is beneficial or neutral to horse</td>
<td>- No regards to horse psychology with regards to session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Horse allowed to respond/react</td>
<td>- Horse punished or manipulated in order to facilitate therapy session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Positive reinforcement prioritized</td>
<td>- Negative reinforcement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With regards to the human-equine interaction, the study considered how models looked at equine training versus equine learning. Equine learning uses positive reinforcement whereas equine training uses negative reinforcement [17]. In general, most equitation relies on negative reinforcement as a form of contact and training where pressure from the bit, legs, weight, or whip is added and then removed when the horse demonstrates the appropriate behavior. Positive reinforcement, on the other hand, relies on reward values usually in the form of novel food rewards or light stroking or scratching. Equine learning (via positive reinforcement) takes into account genetic predisposition and past experiences with environments, humans, and other horses [17]. Since EAAT promotes partnership instead of training, models that promote this concept need to incorporate the theories, practices, and principles of learning theory with regards to positive reinforcement and associative learning.

Criteria for classifying model methods as treating the horse as a “partner” were dependent upon the model’s ability to recognize, assess, and respond to horse reactions in a way that is in line with equine learning theory and ethology (Table 3). Horses evaluate humans based on interaction and associations [18] and respond to people based on environmental context [19,20] which can indicate what they see as rewarding versus aversive [21]. Therefore, methods in each model were categorized in the “Equine as Partner” category needed to take into consideration the evaluation of horse behavior in the horse-client interaction. They also needed to prioritize horse welfare along with human welfare. In addition, since a client’s willingness to participate can affect the horse’s reaction [22], models were also assessed based on their view of a client’s willingness to be a part of the session. Furthermore, methods were categorized as using horses as “partners” if the interaction between horse and human was beneficial (or at the very least neutral) to the horse and allowed for the horse to respond and react without interference. This is important because horses learn from humans using operant conditioning and their behavior is shaped through appropriate use of positive and negative reinforcement [23].

In learning theory, reinforcement refers to a method of feedback that leads to increased likelihood of a behavior being repeated. In equitation, positive reinforcement is the use of rewards such as treats and scratching and negative reinforcement refers to the removal of aversive stimuli such as pressure on the bit or from the legs. The idea of pressure and release in training horses is a negative reinforcement tool [24] and horses are traditionally trained with negative reinforcement [23]. Studies show that avoidance behaviors were greater with those trained with negative reinforcement and investigative behaviors were observed more in the positive reinforcement group [23]. Therefore, when considering the psychological wellness of the horse, practitioners need to assess behavioral cues of the horse and focus on both the lack of negative experiences in addition to the presence of positive ones [25]. Therefore, the last criteria for the partnership categorization were an evaluation of the prioritization of positive reinforcement over punishment or negative reinforcement.
The criteria used for categorizing methods as “Equine as Tools” relied upon each model's perception of the horse, lack of adequate understanding of horse behavior, and primary use of negative reinforcement (Table 3). Understanding horse behavior is critical in evaluating their response to human interactions [23] especially in the context of equine ethology. The main criteria for evaluating a method in terms of equine tools focused on the model's use of anthropomorphism of the horse with little understanding of horse behavior and a prioritization of the evaluation of human behavior in that context. According to recent literature, a “tool” is not well defined. One definition, however, defines it as “the external employment of an unattached or manipulable object” to alter the condition of another object or organism [26]. In this case, the study evaluated how each model used horses as external objects that were manipulated for the facilitation of therapy. Additional criteria in this category included punishment or manipulation of the horse for the facilitation of the therapy session in addition to focus on negative reinforcement. This is especially important since horses trained with negative reinforcement display more behaviors associated with stress and a tense emotional state [27]. Since horses learn from humans and their environment [28], EAAT practitioners need to be aware of all the stimuli involved in the session as well as how each individual horse displays signs of stress and coping [29].

Results

Equines as Partners

Each model's theories, principles, and practices were evaluated based on the criteria established for treating each equine as a “partner” (Table 3). These criteria included whether equine behavior was observed and evaluated in the context of horse behavior with human, whether equine welfare was prioritized with human welfare, if the client demonstrated willingness to participate, if the session was beneficial or neutral to horse, if the horse could respond/react, and if positive reinforcement was prioritized. The following is a breakdown as to what was found with regards to each model.

Equines as Partners – Professional Association of Therapeutic Horsemanship (PATH): The evaluations for the use of equines as “partners” in PATH was based on the training and manual associated with the workshop in certifying individuals as equine specialists in mental health and learning [30]. According to the manual, the focus of EAT in PATH is on respecting the rights and dignity of the client and horse with an emphasis on promoting equine well-being during and after the sessions. PATH further promotes the concept by stating that “equines are sentient beings, partners, and active facilitators” in the EAT process [30]. The manual goes on to explain that, in the PATH model, equines function as partners and sessions must be mutually beneficial for all participants including equines and that “equines are not to be manipulated, scared or teased or used as a tool or props” [30]. Animal behavior is a key component of the PATH model with a focus on respect and admiration for the horse as a unique contributor to the session. The manual emphasizes this by stating “If we treat animals as expendable, or carry even the slightest ‘power over’ mentality, our clients will inevitably assume this attitude themselves. For this reason we must be mindful as therapists about what we unconsciously convey through human verbal and nonverbal behavior about the care of others different from ourselves.” [30]. It goes on to say “To conduct the most ethical work, we must know enough about animal behavior to be able to see the subtle signs of stress an animal may experience in doing this work. Also important to consider is the ability of the therapist to explain the behavior of the animal to the client” [30].

Equines as Partners – Equine Assisted Growth and Learning Association (EAGALA): The evaluation of the use of equines at “partners” within the Equine Assisted Growth and Learning Association (EAGALA) was based on the workshop and corresponding manual for teaching the fundamentals of the program [31]. According to the manual, the focus of the EAGALA model is on changing the behavior of the client to elicit changes in horse behavior by helping the client to become more aware of his or her behavior and how that affects the horse [31]. During the EAGALA sessions, the equine specialist is required to be present in order to focus on and interpret horse behavior and ensure the welfare of the horse in each session [31]. Furthermore, the EAGALA model emphasizes the process of interaction and the building of relationships between the human and equine, allowing the horse to be free (no restrictions or halters) and able to willingly display behavioral responses within the session and learn from its environment [31]. As a matter of looking at the horse as a “partner”, the EAGALA model focuses on observing horse behavior and facilitates equine curiosity within the session [31].

Equines as Partners – Natural Lifemanship (NL): The evaluation of equines as “partners” for Natural Lifemanship (NL) model was based on the manual for the model and the workshop associated with the fundamentals of the program [32]. According to the manual, the NL model is based on the idea that horses react to behaviors in the same way that humans react to behaviors [32]. The focus of the program is on building trust between horse and human with a large focus on the willingness of the client to work with the horse. The NL manual specifically states that “horses are not mirrors, they respond/react to us” [32].

Equines as Partners – Eponaquest: The evaluation of equines as “partners” for Eponaquest was based on publicly-available information [33]. Per the Eponaquest description of services and philosophies, the Eponaquest model is based on promoting the welfare of the horse with a large focus on building and establishing good relationship skills [33]. Publicly available information did not go into detail as to how this is accomplished.

Equines as Tools

In the same way that each model was evaluated for their use of horses as partners, each model's theories, principles, and practices
were also evaluated based on the criteria established for treating each equine as a “tool” (Table 3). These criteria included whether equine behavior was evaluated based on horse ethology or in the context of human behavior (anthropomorphism), if human welfare was prioritized at the expense of the horse, and if the client was a willing participant in the sessions. Furthermore, the use of equines as “tools” in each model was also based on if the model showed no focus on horse psychology with regards to their use in sessions, if the horse was punished or manipulated to facilitate a therapy session, or if negative reinforcement was used.

**Equines as Tools – Professional Association of Therapeutic Horsemanship (PATH):** According to the PATH training manual for equine specialists in mental health and learning, the PATH model involves clients who do not willingly want to participate in sessions (often court-ordered therapy) and may ultimately create circumstances where negative reinforcement or punishment are used to move the horse [30]. The model also suggests that many sessions require the human to move the horse (potential use of negative reinforcement) as well as looking at the “reactions” of the horse based on these conditions [30].

**Equines as Tools – Equine Assisted Growth and Learning Association (EAGALA):** Per the workshop and fundamentals of EAGALA manual, horses in this model are used as metaphors and are not seen as horses. Specifically, clients or groups are told that the horse is a “metaphor” and not an actual animal [31]. Furthermore, the facilitators (therapist and equine professional) deliberately withhold knowledge of equine behavior and horsemanship skills from client. This is done with the intention of providing an atmosphere in which the client can act “normal” and engage in behaviors that he/she would demonstrate in other, non-equine environments. When the horse responds, the client is then asked to interpret horse “reactions” with regards to the metaphor of the session [31]. According to the EAGALA manual, the focus of the sessions is on humans learning about themselves as they interact/move the horse and that horse behavior is only seen as a function of reaction to client(s) without accurate interpretation of the behavior within the context of equine ethology [31]. The EAGALA model uses the Socratic method of student self-learning with the horse so that horsemanship or knowledge of the horse is discouraged because it facilitates clients “bonding, communicating with, and loving horses” [31]. The client, not the equine professional, is encouraged to interpret horse behavior and trial new behaviors with the horse without any knowledge of horses or equine behavior. This could ultimately lead to increases in negative reinforcement or positive punishment [31].

**Equines as Tools – Natural Lifemanship (NL):** Within the NL model, clients use horses to recreate human relationships and are encouraged to treat horses the same way they treat people [32] which can result in extreme uses of positive punishment or negative reinforcement. The model also utilizes a form of therapeutic riding called “rhythmic riding” which is designed to assist in self-regulation and only used when it’s more effective than ground work [32]. Although bilateral rhythmic stimulation has been shown to be effective therapy under certain conditions, the use of horses in NL for riding does not involve instructions or assistance by horse professionals and, instead the horse is used as a regulation tool and often used prior to ground work if client has problems self-regulating [32].

Without the use of proper instruction or knowledge of horse behavior and equipment, such riding could result in unnecessary pressures from the rider and tack and result in unexpected circumstances where the horse experiences aversive stimulation from which it cannot escape. When ground work is incorporated into the NL model, the horse is used as a tool to increase stress in the client to facilitate client reactions [32]. The purpose of this is to facilitate sessions where the focus is on “controlling the horse” so the client can learn to control their “environment”. During the session, the clients are allowed to express frustrations with the horse if the horse does not respond as desired [32]. The purpose of this practice is to allow the therapists to observe the client’s ability to handle stress [32] (potentially at the expense of the horse).

The NL model also teaches natural horsemanship to the clients to “teach appropriate behaviors” to the horses through negative reinforcement and asks clients to then anthropomorphize any resulting behavior [32]. The interaction of the client with the horse is based on the concept of “who moves whose feet” with the only “reward” to the horse being the release of pressure [32]. If the horse ignores the “pressure” (which could be physical, verbal, behavioral, etc.), the client is told to increase the pressure [32]. The key ideas within the NL model with regards to this type of session are: “They ignore, we increase pressure”, “They resist, we maintain/keep it the same”, and “They attempt to comply or cooperate, we release” [32]. The basis for NL is to use horses to help with trauma, especially in children and one of the main focuses of the model states “Suggest, Ask, Tell, Insist” in order to teach children how to evoke “I mean what I say” when getting the horse’s “attention” through pressure as a “first step in relationship building” [32]. Furthermore, the NL model states that when horses are “attached”, the horse is responding by moving (using negative reinforcement) and is “disengaged” when it stops moving or stops responding to pressure [32].

**Equines as Tools – Eponaquest:** In the Eponaquest model, horse social behavior is used as a direct metaphor for human social behavior (use of anthropomorphism). Furthermore, the Eponaquest model teaches “strategies” for handling horses which may include the use of negative reinforcement or positive punishment [33].

**Discussion**

Equine learning requires consistency in operant conditioning and behavioral shaping under low-stress conditions to produce consistent and predictable behavioral results [1-7]. If equine specialists and EAAT practitioners have varied backgrounds in equine behavior, equine learning, or training techniques, such inconsistencies may result in varied responses to horses’ behavior.
and interpretations of that behavior. The evaluations suggest that possible explanations for equine “burn out”, or unexplained behavioral changes, may result from a combination of inconsistencies in interpretations of equine behavior both within and across models as well as from excessive use of negative reinforcement. The models have broad definitions and varied requirements for understanding equine behavior. Furthermore, equine specialists within each model may vary greatly in their understanding and interpretation of horse behavior.

The use of equines for physical therapy combined with inconsistencies in the interpretation of equine behavior suggests there is a need to develop more physiologically accurate mechanical horses. The Ridemaster by Racewood (http://www.racewood.com/ridemaster-pro.php) and the Equicizer (http://equicizer.com/?gclid=CPDEirbbqtECFaoW0wodJ0L-Q) are available for purchase and may provide adequate therapeutic benefits equal to that of a live horse. If proven to be of equal value, these would allow for clients to benefit from the movement of riding while simultaneously gaining more control over their bodies which ultimately results in greater consistency in equine interactions and less confusion behavior in the horse. Inconsistencies in rider movements combined with inaccuracies in professional assessment of equine behavior may be to blame for some of the behavioral inconsistencies reported in the EAAT industry. Anecdotally reported as “burn out”, some EAAT horses gradually express behaviors that ultimately prevent them from being used in therapy. There are currently no standardized evaluations of horse behavior in equine therapy [15] so interpretation of changes in equine behavior during and after therapy sessions is dependent upon the facility and equine professional. All four EAAT models relied on self-reporting for hours or years of experience as a means of establishing a solid foundation and understanding of horse behavior which leads to inconsistencies in interpretation and interventions with the therapy equine within and between models.

Furthermore, client EAAT sessions within the models tend to focus more on the physical interaction with the horse rather than accurate interpretation of equine behavior in this context. This suggests that any confusion behavior expressed by the horse may be misinterpreted by the equine professional. With regards to human interactions (riding as well as groundwork), horses can differentiate between riders and may experience different stress levels [34] which may result from irregular pressures on the horse from the rider [35]. These pressures, however, stabilize over time as the rider improves [35] and can better regulate body position and consistent cues. Since riding style and management conditions can affect behavior and indicate equine psychological welfare [36], the EAAT industry would benefit from a mechanical horse that can simulate the bilateral rhythmic movement of the horse. Since this type of movement has shown to be beneficial to the elderly and injured individuals [37,38], it may be useful to develop a model of mechanical horse that would duplicate the movement and allow for practitioners to isolate physical therapy from psychotherapy. An isolated physiologically accurate mechanical horse would allow clients to develop the stability and strength needed to give the horse consistent cues in the saddle, potentially resulting in less confusion, or “burn out”, behavior in the therapy horse. Combined with more standardized interpretations of equine behavioral psychology in the context of EAAT, this would likely result in improved welfare for the horse and potentially improved results from all aspects of equine therapy. More research is needed, however, to determine the role of a live horse in hippotherapy and the role of a mechanical horse in EAAT.

Conclusion

The results of this study suggest that there is a need for further research into more accurate interpretations of equine behavior within the horse-human interaction, especially with regards to EAAT. Such research would benefit the equitation community at large and promote greater horse psychological welfare. With regards to EAAT, a better understanding of equine behavioral psychology would improve existing models by creating mutually beneficial relationships between both human and horse. Since many equine therapeutic practitioners use these models to help their clients practice relationship skills, this could potentially result in better therapeutic results by developing better empathy, patience, and perspective skills.
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